Navigating Medicare
GoHealth can help you navigate the Medicare landscape.

1. Start Planning
GoHealth is here to help you weigh the benefits of maintaining your group coverage or enrolling in Medicare. Give us a call to speak with a licensed agent to better understand your options!

2. Start Acting
A licensed GoHealth agent can help you determine what pre-enrollment actions you should be taking to avoid penalties or program non-compliance.

3. Start Enrolling
Eligible and interested in Medicare? Call GoHealth to confirm your options and get enrolled!

4. Start Optimizing
Now that you're enrolled in Medicare, take advantage of GoHealth's Telecare Team to make sure you get the most out of your benefits!

5. Start Enjoying
Call GoHealth to begin your transition from your group plan to you and/or your spouse's new Medicare plan.

Call (866) 246-9681 (TTY Users 711) to speak with a GoHealth Licensed Agent today!